Dynamic Dunescapes
Learning Activity Pack

Introduction for group leaders
This activity pack for primary schools has taken an active approach to learning about sand dunes, in the sand
dunes. If you are reading this pack, we hope you are already inspired to take your pupils into sand dunes to
use all their senses to explore. This pack includes a “Dune Explorer Logbook” that encourages pupils to take
time to look, listen, smell and carefully touch what they find. Sand dunes in England and Wales are at risk and
so we hope the activities inspire the next generation to protect them.
The curriculum linked activities in the logbook are designed to encourage pupils to get active and explore the
dunes in the role of a ‘Dune Explorer’. Dune Explorers record, create and respond to stimuli in their logbook
for a memorable visit. The logbook is a useful starting point to review together and deepen learning back in
the classroom.
You can fold each logbook into a handy A5 booklet or simply print A4 for a clipboard. Each Dune Explorer
Logbook has a Dynamic Dunescape Diagram that can be referred to, drawn on and annotated by pupils.
Dynamic Dunescapes project worked with education consultants Culture Force to develop a practical pack
for using ‘in the field’. We hope you enjoy using them and welcome feedback. The resources are designed to
be downloaded and printed at school, ideally in colour or in black and white.

The broad curriculum links are:
Geography:

skills development and field work, understanding processes that give rise to physical and human and
geographical features and change over time, interpreting different sources, digital technologies
(Geocaching, Google Earth activity ideas).

Science:

living things and habitats, how different habitats provide for their basic needs, identifying plants and
animals in their habitat.

Art:

famous artists, developing techniques, recording observations, pattern, using sketchbooks/sketching,
mastery of sculpture, making links between artists and their own work.

Maths:

counting, recording and post visit questions.

English:

spoken language, writing and the artistic practice of drama sustaining roles and responding to others.

Are you interested in supporting the future of sand dunes? You can access free online training for the Dynamic
Dunescapes Citizen Science App. Pupils can work with one adult leader per small group to capture data for
the project.
The John Muir Award is available to all pupils and can be completed by schools or individuals.
It is accessible and inclusive.

Before a visit to sand dunes...
The photographs of dunes in England and Wales on the next pages can be used to prepare the class on what
to expect on a visit and inspire- please select those that might best reflect the dune you are visiting.
Find out - where does sand come from.
Share a video - by Coasts for Kids
Explain what a dynamic dune is - and that they will be looking for bare and moving sand.
A birds eye view - Google Earth maps show pupils both human and geographical features in the
landscape from above, use ‘street view’ for a virtual visit.
Use the guide to different plant leaves on page 7 to discuss spotting plant leaves and explain why and how
they have adapted to survive in the dunes.

Helpful Hyperlinks

One-page A4 ‘Ingredients for a sand dune’ handout.
A simple animation of how dunes are formed.

Throughout the lists of activities
indicated in bold on the following
pages, the teal subheadings can
be clicked to open relevant links.
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Why do leaves adapt with different forms on sand dunes?
One explorer activity asks pupils to find different leaves. Before a visit it would be helpful to outline why dunes
are an extreme and hostile environment for plants so the pupils can build on that knowledge in the dunes
with their own observations. You can describe how this environment is extreme and hostile because:
•

Wind and wind strength (activity on page 4 of the Explorer Logbook, or page 17 of this PDF)

•

Water availability and loss (activities on pages 3 and 5 of the Explorer Logbook,
or pages 16 and 18 of this PDF)

Both of which lead to the need for adaptations.
Why not have a pre-visit discussion about looking for plant leaf adaptations and why they adapt.
During a sand dune visit pupils will uncover a range of plant adaptations.
This is evidence of how plants have changed to survive and thrive in the sand dunes.
To help discuss these with pupils, here are the explanations for why the plants adapt these qualities.
Invite pupils as ‘Dune Explorers’ and adult helpers to spot them in the dunes
and report back in class with photographs and drawings.

You could use props for this discussion. European Holly often found in gardens can have up to five different leaf
shapes with spikier ones being at the reach of a deer to protect the plant from being eaten. For similar reasons
this happens in the dunes. If you have any Holly to show them, it could be carefully passed around a circle.
Waxy To reduce water loss. The leaf is coated in a waxy cuticle to stop the
water vapour escaping through the leaf surface.
Hairy –
To reduce water loss. Hairs trap water and reduce the rate of transpiration
by creating a thicker boundary layer of unstirred air over the leaf.
The hairs can also keep the leaves warm or cool.
Grey/Green –
To reflect sunlight and conserve water.
Plants with grey and silver foliage can reflect sunlight, conserve water
and survive in drought-like environments.
Rolled –
To retain moisture. Rolled up leaves reduce the surface area of the leaf
exposed to the air reducing water loss due to evaporation and creates a
localised environment of water vapour within the leaf.
Prickly/spiky –
To stop being eaten. The main function of thorns, spines, and prickles is to
deter grazing animals from eating the plant.
Small –
To retain moisture and reduce overheating. Low water availability and the
risk of overheating determines leaf size – specialist dune plants tend to
have small leaves.

Share the dynamic Dune Diagram in the logbook before your group goes.
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Early dune succession happens in embryo dunes and mobile dunes. Here you can spot specialist plant
and animal species that need bare and/or moving sand to survive e.g. a sand lizard. These species are
adapted to live in exposed, salty, often dry areas with low levels of nutrients.
Surprisingly perhaps the specialist species flourish in moving sand and arid conditions which means they
don’t need lots of rain. You might also find them next to well-trodden routes in the dunes or in ‘blowouts’
inland because the sand is bare or moves.

Get Geocaching - Set a geocache for your class in advance, geocaching is a global treasure hunt that
uses GPS. We recommend reviewing what is already available in the area. Before you make one, swot
up on the rules of geocaching and plan to deposit a box where 4G/5G is strong. Consider challenges
that complement the log book.
Bee an Orchid Hunter - to prepare for identifying plants and leaves, botanist Leif Bersweden talks
about orchids stinky to beautiful bee orchids in this video.
Look at sand artists and local history - e.g World War, sand art.
See famous artist ideas in the next section.
Discuss the saying ‘take only photos and leave only footprints’ to prepare pupils for a good day
in the dunes.

Ideas for after your dune visit:
Sandy Stories - look for local historical stories linked to dunes; there are some about crocodiles,
defending communities during wars or even film sets.
Using their own observations or Sandy Stories pupils can create stories based on their visit or the past.
Share some tall facts - Did you know? The tallest sand dune in the UK, and second highest in Europe is
in Merthyr Mawr in Wales. It’s over 60 metres high.
The west coast of Britain has stronger winds because of the Atlantic storms. The stronger the wind the
taller the dune. What could pupils discover on our website - or beyond?
Set a maths question - a common milking Friesian cow is 1.5m tall, so how many cows high is the sand
dune? You could give them multiple choice: 3, 40, 100 (answer: 40). Older sand dunes don't move as
much as embryo dunes.
Great Sand Dune Artists - for inspiration pupils can use the photographs they took and their sketches,
plus the four previous photographs to illustrate a story - (look at the artists on the next page for
additional ideas).
Make me move - share a photograph of an unhealthy dune. Show with drawings and labels how the dune
is unhealthy and needs rejuvenation. Ask: what changes will pupils, specialists or animals make
for a dynamic and moving dune?

Your Future Dunes- scientists discuss!
Agree on a big question. Put the question in the circle, from the circle put arrows like a mind map about
what you think, know or feel about it. Examples: ‘Are dunes for everyone?’, ‘Is it right to challenge the old
ways of managing dunes?’
- Set ground rules and use an object for the speaker.
Dogs and Dunes - design a web page, animation, poster or talk to promote and take home a ‘Paws for
Thought Pledge’ for pupils who have dogs at home. Also share in a school newsletter or assembly.
Design a Dynamic Dunescape Diorama - model the different stages of dune development in layers,
based on the diagram in the logbook.
Paint a Dunescape - ask pupils to create their own paintings in response to their visit and feature wildlife
they have seen. Focus on shape, texture space and colour. Why not mix sand into poster paint for a
different texture? Take inspiration from these artists with links below to UK sand dunes images on
Tate Britain’s website.
Thomas Kerrich ‘cloudy sky over Sand Dunes’ c. 1795 is a beautifully simple sketch from observation.
John Nash,’Rocks and Sand Dunes’, Oxwich Bay, South Wales c.1939 is a stunning drawing
and watercolour.
Winifred Nicholson’s ‘Sandpipers Alnmouth’, Northumberland coast, 1933 simply shows
wildlife in action.

Check out the John Muir Award on the Dynamic Dunescapes website for more activities!

Dynamic Dune
Diagram
Dynamic dunes are moving dunes. This diagram shows
dune succession, how dunes naturally move and build.

What is dune succession? Nature’s process of building a sand dune
is called succession. Waves push sand up onto the beach, then sand
moves around the coast and forms dunes when it’s picked up or pushed
around by the wind. If there are any obstacles on the coast, the larger
sand grains will be dropped in front of it and pushed up it while smaller
grains of sand are often deposited behind it. As this process continues,
ridges of sand build up and can start to form a sand dune. The stronger
the wind, the higher the dunes!
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Early dune succession happens in embryo dunes and mobile
dunes. Here you can spot specialist plant and animal species that
need bare and/or moving sand to survive e.g. a sand lizard.
Can you find bare sand on the dunes?

Fixed dunes are further away from the sea where the sand
is more stabilised so does not move much. Here you will
see open grassland with colourful wildflowers changing
to more scrub, bushes and eventually trees. The trees
would have been there the longest. These are called
later successional habitats.

More about Dynamic Dunescapes...
Many of us know and love sand dunes as beautiful
coastal landscapes. They are also important for
rare plants and animals that live in the sand.

Dune
Explorer

These special plants, animals and habitats are at
risk. Over time, many dunes have become covered
by grass and scrub which have over-stabilised the
sand. On many sites, invasive plants have overtaken
native ones.

Logbook

We know that a healthy sand dune needs areas of
freely moving sand, a range of different habitats,
including sheltered dune slacks, and areas with
short vegetation to support its varied, pioneer and
specialist wildlife.

dynamicdunescapes.co.uk

Your mission as a dune explorer is to
gather evidence of dynamic dunes.
These dynamic dunes reverse
biodiversity decline by moving.

Name:

Reminder for all explorers:
What is ‘dynamic’?

Water

There are 4 key ingredients for a healthy
dynamic dune:
Waves push sand onto the beach.

sand, wind, water and plants

Plants

Sand

Where the sand builds up,
pioneer plants start to grow.
These species are highly specialised
enabling them to grow where
other plants could not survive.

Sand dunes are made of sand!

Wind

What keeps the dunes
moving?

Can you act out
how these four ingredients
work together to keep things moving?
On the next page are some cut out and
keep labels for you.

Onshore winds blow dry sand landwards the stronger the wind, the higher the dune!
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Try drawing what you see on your
dynamic dune diagram...

Sand

Plants

Pretend to be a plant growing slowly,
use your hands and arms to
create shoots and firmly root
your feet in the sand!

Try lying down to create a beach or roll
around like sand in the wind and water.

Water

Wind

Pretend to push water on to the beach.
Splish splash!

Make whooshing sounds like the wind
whilst you show the direction it is going.
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With your adult, go to different parts of a sand dune
system, try by the sea and behind a tall dune.

Capture the wind...

Where do you feel and see more wind?

Can you feel the wind?

If you wanted to dry washing on a line, where would you
put it in these dunes?

Log the weather - draw it below. Look at the shapes,
tone, colour and any patterns you see in the clouds.
You can smudge pencil to create shades of grey...
Like this:

Tip: water evaporates more quickly in windy
environments.

If you have a camera, take shots of the changing
weather.
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Explorer Check:

Are there new dunes forming?
The smallest type of dune is an ‘embryo dune’ and are
less than a few metres tall.

Do you know how to measure the
direction of wind?

The definition of an embryo is an ‘unborn offspring’ so
when the dune is at this early stage in life it is small.
Like us and other animals as we get older we get
taller. Embryo dunes are fragile and can be
destroyed in storms.

Hold up a scarf or a ribbon high in the air...
Stand on the highest and lowest parts of a dune
- what happens to the scarf?

Can you see an embryo dune?
Look at the Dynamic Dune Diagram to help you identify
where you might find an embryo dune.

Which directions is it going in?
Make a note here... (e.g - N, NW, SE or stops moving)

You may have seen wind move sand and know that
plants are affected by wind, their roots may not
be stable.

Use a compass or a compass app.
Did you know you can measure the
strength of wind? Search ‘Beaufort Scale’
on the internet to find out how...
Can you find evidence for the impact
of wind on trees so that they lean in
the direction of the wind?
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Pick up some leaves and other natural objects...
(be careful not to disturb habitats!)
Gently drop and watch what objects travels the furthest,
do you know why?

Spot: Adaptation

What is a healthy dune?

Can you spot different leaves?

Draw or label these on your Dynamic Dune Diagram:

Walk 20 steps in a straight line and record the different
leaf shapes you find.
Moving sand

Tick the different leaf forms you found below!

Vegetation
Waxy

Rolled
Livestock
(cows, horses, sheep)
Grey/
Green
Grazers
(Rabbits,
small mammals)

Prickly

Hairy
Evidence of grazers
(sheep wool, poo)

Why do you think there are different leaf types?
To live in a tough place, plants need to adapt with
different leaf types... Talk in your group, where in the
dunes can you spot them?
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Build your own...

Make sure your friends stand
back to protect their eyes from
sand.

Can you make a mini sand dune on the sand to show an
embryo dune, vegetation using leaves, animals, perhaps
footprints? Look around for inspiration from what
you can see.

You can draw and label your mini dune
here...

Can you then take it in turns to blow sand with a big
breath or roll up your activity pack to form a tube and
blow to create ‘wind’? You can also fan the sand.

Recreate a dune plant or animal have seen or would
like to see. Perhaps a sand lizard or rabbit, look at
page 8 for inspiration!
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Don’t forget you can show mobile dunes, fixed dunes
and scrub - these are all shown in your
Dynamic Dune Diagram.

Explorer Record:

Share your Land Art,
experiences & photos with

Create your own Land Art

@dynamicdunes

Famous artists such as Andy
Goldsworthy and Richard Long make
Land Art.

Have a go...

Spend a few minutes collecting found
objects like leaves and sticks to create
patterns and shapes. You can stack,
lean, scratch objects in the shape of a
dune plant or animal you have found
or learnt about... have fun!
Take care not to cause harm
to our dune wildlife - so no
matter how beautiful plants
are... look don’t pick!

Recording of my La
n

d Art...

Sketchbook
Fun:

Don’t Forget!

Use the space on the right to plan and
record your brilliant artwork.

If there is rubbish ask adults to take it home.

Or why not take some notes on what you
achieved and please take a photo of the work
before the wind or waves take it away.

You will be doing your bit to help keep
dunes safe for wildlife.
Thank you!
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Explorer Check:

Can you match the animal to its food?

Animal Habitats
A home is a safe place for us to live.
Homes also shelter animals from the weather, protect
them from predators, to have and raise their young and
for some store food. An animal’s living place is called its
habitat.

Can you spot any habitats of these
animals?

Sand Lizard

Insects like woodlice &
sandhoppers, plus other
marine invertebates.

Rabbit

Insects and plant
material such as seeds
and young leaves.

To ID these animals take a look on the Dynamic
Dunescape website.

Sand Lizard - Burrows with a hidden entrance, likes
to sunbathe on bare sand. Can you see any bare sand?

Natterjack Toad

Rabbit - Warren (underground).

Fruit & Flower heads,
plus insects, slugs &
spiders

Natterjack Toad - Pools, ponds and puddles in sand
slacks, buries in loose sand.
Vegetation & plants

Eurasian Skylark (or otherbird) - Nests on the
ground - usually in grassland.

Eurasian Skylark
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